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A solitary Camelthorn tree, the only hint of green in the Namibian desert. Brilliant Red Maples in

North Carolina. Wraithlike Spruce trees covered in moss. Spruce trees covered in moss. A forest of

Aspens in autumn, brilliant red leaves against white trunks. Trees provide us with food and shelter,

they fill the air with oxygen, and they beautify the worldâ€™s landscapes. Featuring a dozen species

photographed in full color plus detailed text, this calendar is a tribute to the diversity and splendor of

the planetâ€™s trees.
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This is my third year of buying Audubon calenders but my first ever, World of Trees calendar! I have

never been disappointed! The format is similar to their other calendars if you are familiar. Each

month of this calendar displays a beautiful tree from around the world. At the bottom of the page is a

paragraph that describes the area (geographical location, climate, wildlife, facts about the trees,

etc.) and also includes a cute picture of wildlife that may live nearby. The calendar itself is very

functional. It is a nice large/standard size and the date squares are large enough to write in. All

major Holidays (USA, Canada, Europe) are included. I am very pleased with this calendar. I don't

know how I'll ever buy anything else!

All the holidays you need are already marked. The trees are fantastic, I look forward to each month.

I was born in October, which is almost always the best month for calender pictures, and this is not

one of the exceptions. Horray for October, horray for birthdays, horray for trees.Notice: if you don't



like trees you may be disappointed with this calender. Perhaps hot air balloons, or the beach?

I bought two for my office bulletin board so I could have one open to the current month and one

open to the next month. Not one day went by that I didn't enjoy looking at them. Nice size, beautiful

photos, and quality paper. I've now ordered 2 for the next year and hope they are of the same

quality.

I bought this calendar last year and loved it. I live in the Mojave desert where there are few trees. I

really enjoy the beautiful pictures each month. The blocks are large enough to write in to track

events. The calendar held up on my bulletin board with one tack for 10 months. I will use a small

hook this year. Printed on quality paper with bright colors.

Absolutely beautiful calendar. Larger than expected (does not fit on my freezer door without a few

extra inches sticking up) but this means the days also have plenty of space for writing in activities.

I'd happily buy another next year!

The pictures are beautiful, and I also get to learn of trees that I have never seen.I use this calendar

in my bathroom, not only does it add color, but it gives me a convenient place to keep up with my

appointments.

My daughter loves this calendar. And likes to get one that has trees as she looks at it every

morning. This is abeautiful calendar loaded with all shapes, colors and sizes of trees. They are from

every part of the country...This is one of our Lisa's Christmas Presents.. How easy to find what se

requested. Of course I went straight to ..thank you ...Thank youkGayle S.

It's been just the first two months of this year and I already like it . The pictures are beautiful and the

description of the trees and the locations just adds on to the calendar's virtues. It's the third year

that I have a Audubon Calendar hung at my desk and it never disappoints. Very happy with this

purchase.
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